Evolving and expanding programs for today's students have
driven creative design and planning in CBT's recent work for
K-12 schools. Below are some of our most recently completed
projects that provide places to connect, learn, perform,
innovate, and discover.

In an effort to bring renewed focus to the arts at Fessenden, this project includes the
renovation to the existing theater, arts studio, and music practice rooms. The addition
of a new music performance room expands the existing structure and creates new
spaces for community involvement and student exhibition.

The performing arts at Middlesex are now supported with a new central stage that
includes updated theatrical lighting, sound, and orchestra pit. Additionally, a new studio
theater, dressing rooms, and set-building support spaces add to the capacity
of the performing arts program.

A decommissioned power plant was fully transformed into a new campus center and
recital hall, both of which take advantage of the building’s generous interior spaces and
robustly designed structure – while expanding the music program and reorienting the
campus core.

The design of the Danoff Center for the Arts includes a new visual arts wing that
integrates a rich cross-section of artistic disciplines with gallery, studio, and classroom
spaces for digital arts, photography, ceramics, woodworking, and art history.

This new high school combined two local institutions, one of which was destroyed by
a 2011 tornado. The new facility and campus have proven instrumental in STEAM
instruction, social enrichment, and academic experimentation.
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